South Dakota Career Peeks

Sales Representatives - Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific Products

sell goods for manufacturers to businesses, government agencies, and other groups. They contact customers and explain the products. These workers must know many details about the products they sell. They negotiate prices and answer questions.

Samuel the Sales Representative sold 135 boxes of candy to the local grocery store. If 75 of the boxes contain chocolates, how many of the boxes contain types of candy other than chocolates?

60 boxes

Stella the Sales Representative sold enough lumber to building supplies stores for the construction of 276 buildings. Of those buildings, 185 were homes. How many of the buildings were other types of structures?

91 structures

Sasha the Sales Representative sold 152 dresses to clothing stores last year. This year, she sold only 98 dresses. How many more dresses did she sell last year?

54 dresses